"RESOLUTION DECLARING A FAILURE OF BIDDING AND RECOMMENDING THE CONDUCT OF RE-BIDDING FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF VARIOUS CHEMICALS UNDER IB NR. GA-BAC-2019-IA-01"

WHEREAS, the Invitation to Bid (IB) for the Procurement of Various Chemicals for the Government Arsenal (GA), with an Approved Budget for the Contract (ABC) amounting to PhP4,598,775.00 was posted in the PhilGEPS, the GA Website and in conspicuous places at the GA premises from 15 to 22 October 2018;

WHEREAS, prior to the bid opening, only Pi-Gon Tech Industrial and Chemical Co. Ltd. secured bidding documents;

WHEREAS, during the submission and opening of bids on 6 November 2018, Pi-Gon Tech Industrial and Chemical Co. Ltd. was declared "ineligible" because the Net Financial Contracting Capacity (NFCC) submitted was insufficient;

WHEREAS, the GA BAC informed the bidder that they could file a motion for reconsideration but as per information received from the representative of Pi-Gon Tech Industrial and Chemical Co. Ltd. they would no longer file a motion for reconsideration;

WHEREAS, the GA BAC recommended the declaration of a failure of bidding and the conduct of re-bidding after the PLD, in coordination with the end-user, shall conduct a mandatory review of the specifications of the items and re-evaluation of the terms and conditions in the bidding documents, including its cost estimates (Section 35.1(b) and Section 35.2 of the IRR of RA 9184);

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved that the GA BAC declares a FAILURE OF BIDDING since the lone bidder failed to comply with the bidding requirements and recommends to the Director, GA the conduct of re-bidding after the PLD, in coordination with the end-user, shall conduct a mandatory review of the specifications and re-evaluation of the terms and conditions in the bidding documents, including its cost estimates for the Procurement of Various Chemicals under IB # GA-BAC-2019-IA-01.
Signed this 12th day of November 2018 at Camp General Antonio Luna, Lanao, Limay, Bataan.
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